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We report that the irreversible magnetization switching process in ferromagnetic nanoparticles
is governed by the formation and dynamics of topological point-defects in the form of hedgehog-
antihedgehog pairs. After nucleation, these pairs rapidly separate with speeds exceeding domain
wall velocities, and they generate an emergent electric field of solenoidal character and substantial
magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological concepts allow for the identification of ex-
traordinarily stable magnetization textures that play the
role of quasiparticles which can be created and controlled
individually [1–3]. Smooth topological defects such as
domain-wall pairs in easy-plane or skyrmions in easy-
axis ferromagnets are characterized by the fact that upon
stereographic projection the magnetization field wraps
once around the circle or sphere, respectively. They are
hence endowed with topological stability as they cannot
be continuously deformed into the uniform state and as a
consequence they are considered promising candidates for
information carriers in prospective racetrack-type memo-
ries [2, 4]. They may, however, decay via the formation of
point-like singularities, such as hedgehogs or Bloch points
or monopoles [1, 5–7]. Thus the formation and dynamics
of topological point defects must play a central role in
magnetization processes.
The judicious ability to control magnetization rever-
sal in nanostructures underpins the progress of mag-
netic technologies [8, 9]. Magnetic switching may be-
come surprisingly rich as dimensions become comparable
to fundamental magnetic length-scales even for nanopar-
ticles that are in a single-domain state at remanence.
Conventional wisdom associates magnetization reversal
in cylindrical nanoparticles with symmetric curling-type
processes [10, 11], but these considerations neglect the
global topological constraints which preclude complete
reversal via continuous processes.
In this article we show that irreversibility of the mag-
netization process is directly linked to the pair-creation
of topological point defects in the form of hedgehog-
antihedgehog pairs, whose subsequent separation accom-
plishes the complete reversal of the magnetization. These
fast moving hedgehogs produce a solenoidal emergent
electric field, in precise analogy to the magnetic field of a
moving electric charge, and it has a strength of the order
of MV/m. Hence, the formation and dynamics of topo-
logical point defects plays a crucial role in magnetization
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processes in some of the most extensively studied nano-
scale objects, namely magnetic nanoparticles that are in
a single-domain state at remanence [12, 13], which are
highly relevant for spintronics [3, 11, 14], data-storage
[15], and biomedicine [12, 16].
Specifically, using high-resolution micromagnetic simu-
lations (cf. Methods) we find that in elongated nanopar-
ticles of simple ferromagnets, such as permalloy or cobalt,
switching processes initiated via a curling instability oc-
cur in two stages. In a first stage this instability de-
velops into the formation of a skyrmion line. This is
fully reversible and hence upon removal of the applied
field, the magnetization returns to its initial state. The
second stage is irreversible and involves the breaking of
the skyrmion line with concomitant creation of topolog-
ical point defects in the form of hedgehog-antihedgehog
pairs, which after creation rapidly separate with veloci-
ties that significantly exceed that of domain walls [17].
Being topologically nontrivial objects [18], these rapidly
moving hedgehogs give rise to significant forces on the
conduction electrons which are described by emergent
electric fields.
II. METHODS
The total energy density of the system consists
of contributions from ferromagnetic exchange, uniaxial
anisotropy, Zeeman energy, and dipolar interactions
F = A (∇m)2−Kum2z−µ0MsHext·m−
µ0Ms
2
m·hd, (1)
where A is the exchange stiffness, m is the magnetization
unit vector (m = M/Ms with Ms the saturation magneti-
zation), Ku is the anisotropy energy density, Hext is the
external field, and hd denotes the local demagnetizing
field.
We solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of mo-
tion ∂tm = −µ0γ (m× heff) + α (m× ∂tm), where α
is the dimensionless damping parameter, γ is the elec-
tron gyromagnetic ratio, and heff = −∂mF/µ0Ms is the
effective magnetic field consisting of both internal and
external fields.
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2FIG. 1: Formation of skyrmion lines during the magnetization process. a - c, Snapshots of a
micromagnetic simulation showing the initial, reversible, stages of the switching process in a cylindrical nanowire of
finite length: a, at 0s, b, at 100 ps and, c, at 160 ps, after having applied a constant field of 125 mT along −z. The
top panels show vector-field plots and the bottom panels show contour plots of the z-component of the
magnetization together with the topological charge density integrated across the cylinder. The initial curling-mode
instability develops into the formation of two skyrmion lines of opposite handedness. d, The profile across the wire
is well described by a variational ansatz [19, 20].
For the calculations the graphics-processing-unit ac-
celerated software package MuMax3 [21] was used in the
high-damping case with α = 0.1. Occasional checks with
α = 0.01 and 0.001 were made to test the effects of damp-
ing on the simulation findings, but no significant change
in the results was found.
The simulations shown here were for permalloy
(Fe20Ni80) with A = 13 pJ/m and Ms = 800 kA/m. We
chose this material because it is commonly synthesized
in laboratories in form of nanoparticles and nanowires,
which makes the experimental realization highly feasi-
ble. In addition we considered a wide range of materials,
with different values of the uniaxial anisotropy Ku, and
found that the phenomena presented are valid when the
diameter of the cylinder is comparable to the domain-wall
width piδdw (data not shown here).
The simulated nanowires shown in this paper have a
diameter of 60 nm and length of 300 nm. For those sim-
ulations the cell size is set to 1.87 nm x 1.87 nm x 2.35
nm. Smaller and larger cell sizes were also implemented
to verify the numerical stability of the results, with the
cell size never being larger than 0.5δm =
√
A/µ0M2s ≈ 4
nm or smaller than 1 nm. Even though small cell sizes
were used, quantum-mechanical effects were not consid-
ered in our simulations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nanowires that we study here are beyond the
Stoner-Wohlfarth regime, where all particle dimensions
are below the intrinsic length scales of the nanoparticle,
3i.e., the exchange length and the domain wall width, and
the magnetization remains uniform even during switching
[22]. Here we consider elongated particles with diameter
comparable to 2piδm.
In a cylindrical nanowire of permalloy, with a high as-
pect ratio (in this example 5:1), the equilibrium magne-
tization nearly equals the saturation value, only slightly
reduced due to dipolar-induced curling at the ends of
the cylinder. Once we apply a constant external field
opposing the remanent state, the two ends act as nu-
cleation sites. With increasing field strength and dura-
tion, curling becomes more pronounced when two prop-
agation fronts with opposite chirality are generated at
each end of the cylinder in order to reduce the dipolar
energy of the system. Figure 1 shows snapshots of mi-
cromagnetic simulations of a cylindrical nanowire with
diameter 60 nm and length 300 nm in the presence of
a constant external magnetic field. As time progresses
spins on the outer rim of the wire align with the ex-
ternal field, whereas spins in the center point along the
original remanent direction. Importantly, the spin struc-
ture in the middle section remains collinear, with all
spins pointing in the original direction, i.e., opposing the
external field. The magnetization profile of this state
fits that of a 2pi-domain wall profile [18, 19], which in
fact is an excellent approximation for the profile of a
skyrmion: cot(θ/2) = cosh(R)/ sinh(ρ/δ), where θ de-
notes the polar angle of the local magnetic moment,
ρ the distance from the skyrmion center, δ the intrin-
sic length scale, and R the dimensionless skyrmion ra-
dius. Together with the azimuthal angle φ, the polar
angle θ parametrizes the magnetization unit vector via
m = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). If the azimuthal angle
φ describes a Ne´el or a Bloch wall configuration (cf. Fig.
1c), this texture has a non-trivial topology reflected by a
non-zero topological charge [18], defined via
4piQM =
∫
M
abcm
a dmb ∧ dmc =
∫
du dv sin θ J(θ, φ)
(2)
where J(θ, φ) = ∂uθ∂vφ − ∂vθ∂uφ. In the following we
shall consider two different situations where the real-
space manifold M parametrized by u, v is either a disk
D across the wire, or a sphere S2 around any point in
the interior of the sample. In the wires shown in Fig. 1c,
QD ' 1, except at the regions close to the top and bot-
tom due to the twisting of the moments on the surface.
This state corresponds to an extended skyrmion line [23]
which broadens to a nearly uniform state near the mid-
dle of the sample. This middle uniform segment shrinks
with increasing field duration and strength.
At the critical value of the external magnetic field the
dynamics exhibits critical slowing down, and switching
will occur only after infinitely long field exposure. For
super-critical fields the switching process depends cru-
cially on the duration of the applied field. As shown in
Fig. 2, if the field is switched off before the skyrmion
FIG. 2: Pair creation of topological point defects
and the onset of irreversibility. Time evolution of
the average magnetization m¯z during a field pulse, and
the contour plot of mz at the time when the applied
magnetic field is switched-off. a, The magnetization
process is reversible if the applied field is switched-off
before the skyrmion lines break (∆t1 = 0.16 ns). b,
Irreversibility sets in only when the skyrmion line is
destroyed via the creation of a hedgehog-antihedgehog
pair before switching-off the applied field
(∆t2 = 0.17 ns). Only in the latter case full
magnetization reversal occurs (m¯z ≈ −1).
lines break, the process is fully reversible and no mag-
netization switching occurs. In fact, the magnetization
returns to its original remanent state within a fraction
of a nanosecond, reminiscent of a radial exchange spring.
Importantly, the state shown in Fig. 2a does not contain
any point defects, i.e., QS2 = 0 everywhere. Irreversible
magnetization switching only occurs if the field is ap-
plied long enough to break the skyrmion lines, which en-
tails the pair-creation of point defects. Such pair-creation
abruptly introduces singular topological defects in the
form of hedgehogs, or Bloch points, as shown in Fig. 3e,
which are characterized by QS2 = ±1. Hence, we find
that the topological charge QS2 = 0 (6= 0) is a direct mea-
sure of the reversibility (irreversibility) of the switching
process.
This change of topology generates a new dynamic mag-
netic state in the nanowire. The hedgehogs rapidly move
away from each other, as seen in Fig. 3b–d which shows
their separation as a function of time. In fact, the rela-
tive velocity of the hedgehogs is around 2900 m/s, which
is of the order of phonon velocities.
Importantly, the movement of the hedgehogs along the
wire produces an emergent electric field, as illustrated in
4FIG. 3: Dynamics of separating hedgehog-antihedgehog pairs. Contour plots of mz and QD as a function of
z at, a, t = 0, b, t = 10 ps, c, t = 30 ps, d, t = 50 ps after the field has been switched-off. The circles in the contour
plots indicate the position of the QS2 = 1 (cyan) hedgehog and the QS2 = −1 (pink) antihedgehog as a function of
time. e, Detailed view of the moment distribution of a hedgehog at the end of the skyrmion line. f, Hedgehog
separation (circles) and location of the top hedgehog (diamonds) as a function of time yielding a maximal relative
velocity of ≈ 3× 103m/s.
FIG. 4: Emergent electric field of moving hedgehogs or monopoles. a, Schematic view of the end of a
skyrmion line. b, The corresponding magnetization texture is seen to be topologically equivalent to a hedgehog with
radially outward oriented magnetization (QS2 = 1). c, A pair of separating hedgehogs of opposite topological charge
(QS2 = ±1) gives rise to an emergent solenoidal electric field (purple), in analogy to the magnetic field created by a
pair of separating electric charges of opposite sign. For the process shown in Fig. 3, this emergent electric field of
such a magnetic monopole is of the order of 0.45 MV/m.
Fig. 4. It is known that moving topologically non-trivial
spin textures may give rise to weak emergent electric
fields, which act on the conduction electrons. This ef-
fect, however, has only been considered for materials ex-
hibiting Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions [1, 5, 6, 24],
and the strength and character of the emergent field
have remained unknown. In our simulations we con-
sider materials that are simple ferromagnets, and the
formation of the skyrmion lines and consequently of the
hedgehogs is a dynamic effect produced solely from the
topology of the magnetic spin texture in the cylindrical
nanowires. Further, the ultrafast movement of the hedge-
5hogs in a straight line has to our knowledge never been
observed, and it has striking consequences: the emergent
electric field due to the hedgehog’s linear movement has
solenoidal character, in analogy to the magnetic field of
a moving electric charge.
The components of the emergent electric field are given
by [25, 26]
Eemi = ~m · (∂im× ∂tm) . (3)
For electrons aligned with magnetization parallel to the
magnetization unit vector m (i.e. spin antiparallel to m),
the emergent electric charge is given by [26] qem↓ = −1/2
and for the opposite spin qem↑ = +1/2. Thus the net
force on a conduction electron due to the emergent E-
field is given by F = qemEem. For the spin texture of
a vertically moving hedgehog, as shown in Fig. 3, the
emergent field (3) has a solenoidal character, as shown in
Fig. 4, and the magnitude of the force is then given by
F ≈ ~v/2λ2. Here λ is the characteristic length of the
Bloch point spin texture and v its velocity. For the values
obtained from our simulations (v = 1360 m/s and λ ≈
δ ' 1 nm), we obtain F ≈ ~v/2λ2v ≈ 7.2 × 10−14J/m,
which corresponds to a force exerted by a real electric
field with magnitude Ereal ≈ 0.45MV/m. This value is
strikingly large, less than one order of magnitude smaller
than the dielectric breakdown in vacuum ( ≈ 3 MV/m),
and it is produced by a single moving hedgehog. This
suggests that moving or oscillating hedgehogs will emit
measurable radiation due to the accelerating electrons
and we propose that this could be detected in pump-
probe switching experiments.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have found that the magnetiza-
tion switching in ferromagnetic nanoparticles is directly
linked to the formation and dynamics of topological
point-defects. In the example shown here, the switching
occurs via the formation of two skyrmion lines. As long
as the skyrmion lines are intact, the switching is fully
reversible upon switching off the external magnetic field.
As soon as the skyrmion lines break, however, hedgehog-
antihedgehog pairs are created and the switching be-
comes irreversible. The rapidly moving hedgehogs gen-
erate an emergent electric field with substantially high
magnitude and a solenoidal character. Hence, non-trivial
topological spin textures and magnetic monopoles can ex-
ist dynamically even in simple systems, and their motion
produces emergent electromagnetic fields.
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